INTRODUCTION
The aim of software testing process is to identify all the defects existing in a software product. It is the process of exercising and evaluating a system or system components by manual automatic means to verify that it satisfies specified requirements or to identify differences between expected and actual results. There are two ways of testing that are manual or automation. Manual testing [1] carried out by the testers. Testers test the software manually for the defects. It requires a tester to play the role of an end user, and use most of all features of the application to ensure its correct behavior. They follow a written test plan that leads them through a set of important test cases. The problems with manual testing are, it is very time consuming process, not reusable, has no scripting facility, great effort required, and some errors remain uncovered. Load testing [2] is the process of putting demand on a system or device and measuring its response. Load testing is performed to determine a system's behavior under both normal and anticipated peak load conditions. It helps to identify the maximum operating capacity of an application as well as any bottlenecks and determine which element is causing degradation. When the load placed on the system is raised beyond normal usage patterns, in order to test the system's response at unusually high or peak loads, it is known as stress testing. The load is usually so great that error conditions are the expected result, although no clear boundary exists when an activity ceases to be a load test and becomes a stress test. HP LoadRunner software allows you to prevent application performance problems by detecting bottlenecks before a new system or upgrade is deployed. The testing solution Load Runner enables you to test rich Internet applications, Web 2.0 technologies, ERP and CRM applications, and legacy applications. It gives you a picture of endto-end system performance before going live so that you can verify that new or upgraded applications meet performance requirements. And it reduces hardware and software costs by accurately predicting application scalability and capacity. [3] . this paper is structured as follow. In section 2 give ideas about the load testing and its tool (Load Runner). Section 3 presents the implementation of load testing. Section 
II. LOAD TESTING AND ITS TOOL

Why Load Testing?
In today's world of e-business, your customers and business partners want their Web sites to be competitive. The criteria for a competitive Website are the following: pages that download immediately and efficient and accurate online transactions. Online consumer and B2B marketplaces are more and more competitive. Companies cannot must be very careful and check the ability of their Web-based applications to accommodate multiple, simultaneous users who are connecting themselves to a Web site or engaging in online transactions. Those enterprises appeal more and more to the purchase of an application loadtesting tool. Load testing is the processes that set the service request web client number in the input, and gradually increase the client number of the web service request. The tester can get the client average response time, and compare the average response time after the client number is increased every time. The load testing of web applications will be able to evaluate the operation of all parts of the Web server, including the CPU, memory, process, hard disk response time, etc. Load testing can also evaluate the network movement situation, and monitor the cause of the delay caused by the network.
What is a load testing tool?
The principle of a load testing tool is to simulate the behavior of real users with "virtual" users. The load-testing tool can then record the behavior of the site under the load and give information on the virtual users' experiences. Load-testing software is often distributive in nature. It is applied on multiple servers running simultaneously, with each server simulating multiple virtual users. In many cases, the testing company has developed its own proprietary browser that can be combined with a set of instructions tailored to the testing of each client business. The testing company maintains ongoing records of the virtual users' experiences at the test site, including response times and errors. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOAD TESTING
Making Load Test Plan
Load testing goal: -This paper implemented
load testing for the e-commerce applications system by means of Load Runner, analyzed results, and improved the performance of the system based on the test results.
1.1.1
Design Test Case: -When testers design load test cases, the testers should take the application characteristics of the electronic commerce system into consideration.
1.1.2
The construction of the load testing environment: -The load testing object of the telecommunication equipment sales system will be deployed on the server, so the network environment of the load testing simulated the practical environment of the running system. Considering the characteristics of the server's network environment, we built the open environment for load testing, instead of the local area network environment. The three test scripts are the script of browsing commodity, the script of searching commodity, and the script of online shopping.
The development of affairs:-The
usability of the basic script is generally not useful; tests need deploy affairs perfect script in the basic script, in order to analyze the response time of the typical operation, and to increase the script availability. There are two ways of the deploying affairs in the Script: first, during record the test script, testers will insert the Start Transaction of the affairs in the front of the sequence of operations, and insert the End Transaction of the affairs in the rear of the sequence of operations by means of the toolbar; Second, after record the script, testers insert the start and end points of the affairs in proper position according to the script meaning.
The development of set points: -
The purpose of the deployment of the set-points in the test script is to measure the server performance index under the big pressure.
Create running Scene
Before running the load testing, in order to simulate the actual operation environment preferably, testers must create a reasonable operation scene by considering the reality.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
After starting the load testing, Load Runner monitors the operation situation of the servers, through adding performance counters in the operation scene. Load Runner can monitor the Web server, database server, network delay time operation indicators. The indicators monitored by Load Runner include: Available Mbytes, Page/sec, etc.
V.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The main motive behind this paper to give a idea of load testing and load testing tool (Load Runner). The load testing of the B/S application system is the necessary test process before releasing the system, and can find the bottlenecks of the Web application system under pressure. 
